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Editorial 
Environmental issues are international issues. Many would 
agree with this statement when thinking of climate change, 
biodiversity loss and globalised markets. Environmental 
impacts in particular do not cease at country borders. For 
this reason the current issue of elni Review (2/2010) fo-
cuses on the environmental law of countries outside the 
EU – especially those considered to be developing or 
emerging countries. Questions of law arising in those legal 
spheres are likely to be different in nature, because devel-
opments in social and environmental law generally occur 
more slowly than developments in economic law do. 
This issue of elni Review (2/2010) contains valuable in-
sights on this subject, based on the following contribu-
tions: 
First off, Richard Gutierrez tackles ‘new age’ trade 
agreements and their possible contribution to toxic trade in 
his article, examining the legal provisions under the Japa-
nese economic partnership agreements that gave rise to the 
concerns over toxic waste trade and dumping. He also 
discusses the corresponding implications, particularly on 
the implementation of the Basel Convention on the Trans-
boundary Movement of Hazardous Wastes and Their 
Disposal by the Southeast Asian countries.  
In an article entitled ‘WTO Compatibility of Border Tax 
Adjustments as a Means for Promoting Environmental 
Protection’, Rike U. Krämer analyses the rationale behind 
Border Tax Adjustments, its contribution to a level-
playing field, and its legality under WTO law.  
‘Intellectual Property Rights, Genetical Resources and 
Traditional Knowledge: An Approach from the Perspec-
tive of Megadiverse Countries’ by Aírton Guilherme 
Berger Filho discusses biodiversity as well as biopiracy 
issues against the background of intellectual property 
rights and the rights of the native populations and the local 
communities regarding their territory, their cultural and 
environmental goods.  
Jimena Murillo Chávarro and Frank Maes provide details 
on the Andean Community, its legal instruments and a 
corresponding decision in their article ‘The Legal Nature 
of the Biodiversity Provisions adopted by the Andean 
Community’. 
In ‘Convergence with the Water Framework Directive in 
the Context of the European Neighbourhood Policy’, 
Claire Dupont and Gretta Goldenman look at the differ-
ences between approximation and convergence processes 
in the light of EU water legislation, drawing on interesting 
practical experiences gathered in Moldova and Georgia.  
Alongside articles covering environmental law issues of 
developing and emerging countries, this issue of elni 
Review also deals with three additional issues:  
From a broader perspective Stefan Scheuer provides a 
critical analysis of the repercussions of the EU Water 

Framework Directive in ‘The Phase-Out of Hazardous 
Substances in Troubled Waters’. 
Furthermore, Hanna D. Tolsma looks at the legal instru-
ment of integrated environmental permitting, discussing in 
the process the integrated approach under the IPPC Direc-
tive and recent developments on integrated permitting in 
the Netherlands. 
Finally, we cover recent developments in the law on island 
protection in China and provide a brief summary of the 
ELNI-VMR-VVOR congress 2010. The latter addressed 
the environmental effects of industrial installations the 
European Directive on Industrial Emissions (IED/current 
IPPC Directive) and took place in Ghent on 17 September 
2010.  
Contributions for the next issue of the elni Review are 
very welcome. Please send contributions to the editors by 
mid-February 2011. 

Nicola Below/Martin Führ 
October 2010 

 
European Environmental Law Forum 

Kick-off Symposium: 
 
 

19th and 20th May 2011  
in Leipzig, Germany 

“Key Challenges and Developments  
of European Environmental Law” 

The German Helmholtz Centre for Environmental Research 
(UFZ) is organising a European expert symposium to promote 
exchange in the field of European environmental jurisprudence.  

The symposium is divided into two parts. In the first part the key 
challenges and developments of environmental law will be dis-
cussed. There will be presentations on central topics of European 
environmental law, followed by open debate. In the second part, 
the situation with regard to the exchange of ideas and information 
on environmental law amongst experts of this field will be ad-
dressed with a view to establishing a European Environmental 
Law Forum. This forum is to be a common open network and 
shall encompass regular European conferences.  

Please  note that this symposium  
is only open to invited experts. 

For more information on the Helmholtz Centre for Environmental 
Research (UFZ), please visit http://www.ufz.de/  
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Integrated Environmental Permitting  

Hanna D. Tolsma  

1 Introduction 
Citizens and businesses seeking a permit to carry out 
a certain activity are often confronted with a range of 
procedures containing a variety of different time lim-
its, assessment criteria and legal remedies. The estab-
lishment of a new power station in the Netherlands, 
for example, will require a permit for construction, a 
permit for using or changing street access, a fire 
safety permit, an exemption from the land-use plan, a 
water permit and permits under the Dutch Environ-
mental Management Act, the Dutch Flora and Fauna 
Act and the Dutch Nature Conservation Act. It is at 
present impossible for a person to obtain a quick and 
unambiguous answer from a public authority as to 
whether or not he may carry out a certain activity at a 
certain location.  
Member States of the European Union such as Swe-
den, Germany and the Netherlands have undertaken 
initiatives to develop legal frameworks of integrated 
decision-making.1 Sweden is the first Member State 
with integrated legislation on nature conservation, 
environment and water management (Miljöbalken 
1999), but does not have a single environmental per-
mit. Germany came close to being the first Member 
State with an integrated Environmental Code (Um-
weltgesetzbuch) including an integrated project 
authorisation model (integrierte Vorhabengenehmi-
gung, iVG). However, in 2009 the Federal 
Government was ultimately unable to agree on a 
common draft.2 Currently only parts of the German 
Federal Environment Ministry’s draft Environmental 
Code have been inserted in various sector-specific 
laws.3 The proposed integrated project authorisation 
model is not included.4 The Netherlands is therefore 
the first Member State to introduce a single environ-
mental permit with a broad scope in the field of envi-
ronmental law. The Dutch General Act on Environ-
mental Permitting (hereafter GAEP), to be introduced 
in October 2010, will radically alter the system of 

                                                           
1  M.G.G. Neven e.a., Eurosites Insights. Image, implementation, interpretation 

and integration of Natura 2000 in European perspective, Alterra Rapport 
2005. This research contains an overview of the level of integration in EU 
Member States.  

2  Press report of 2 February 2009, available at www.bmu.de. See Scheidler, 
Die anstehende Neuordnung des Umweltrechts nach dem Scheitern des 
Umweltgesetzbuch, UPR 2009, 173-176; L. Knopp,Umweltgesetzbuch - ein 
trauerspiel ohne ende?, UPR 2009, 121-125. 

3  The amendments were realized especially in the new 
Bundesnaturschutzgesetz and the new Wasserhaushaltgesetz. The 
amendments focus on reforming the competences between Federation and 
Länder. Both Acts entered into force on 1 March 2010.  

4   However, it should be noted that permits for industrial facilities under the 
Bundes-Immisionsschutzgesetz and infrastructure projects under various 
laws in Germany have a concentrating effect.  

permitting for activities affecting the environment.5 
The single environmental permit that forms the cen-
trepiece of the GAEP integrates 25 permits, including 
those for obtaining a building permit, an environ-
mental permit, and a listed building permit.6 Steps 
towards an integrated approach to the environment 
have also been taken at the European level. The ma-
jority of European environmental legislation still has 
a sector-specific nature. However, a change occurred 
with the IPPC Directive.7 The IPPC Directive re-
quires a coordinated approach to the various emis-
sions into the air, water and soil from industrial plants 
covered by the directive. In the near future the IPPC 
Directive will be replaced by the Directive on Indus-
trial Emissions.8 The IPPC Directive prescribes a 
system of integrated environmental permitting.  
In this article the legal instrument of integrated envi-
ronmental permitting is analysed.9 First, the concept 
of integration in the field of environmental law will be 
described (section 2). Secondly, the integrated ap-
proach under the IPPC Directive will be discussed 
(section 3). After that, attention will be given to the 
recent developments on integrated permitting in the 
Netherlands (section 4). Furthermore, comments will 
be made on substantive integrated environmental 
permitting (section 5). The article concludes with 
some final remarks (section 6).  

2 The concept of integration in  
environmental law  

The aim of this section is to gain a better insight into 
how the concept of integrated environmental permit-
ting relates to other notions of integration used in the 
field of environmental law, such as the notions of 

                                                           
5  In Dutch ‘Wet algemene bepalingen omgevingsrecht’, in short ‘Wabo’.  
6  It should be noted that in the Dutch language the term environment is used 

in a narrow and a broad sense. The Dutch term milieu is used to express 
environment in the narrow sense, referring only to the industrial effects on 
the environment (such as waste, aire pollution and noise). The Dutch term 
omgeving is used to express the broad sense of the environment and refers 
to the industrial effects on the environment as well as to spatial planning, 
water, nature conservation, etc. The terms milieu en omgeving are both 
translated as ‘environment’.  

7  Integrated Pollution Prevention and Control Directive, 2008/1/EC (original 
96/61/EC). See also the congress report on ELNI-VMR-VVOR-congress 
2010: "Talking about the environmental effects of industrial installations the 
European Directive on Industrial Emissions (IED/ current IPPC Directive)" 
report in this issue of the elni Review on p. 91. 

8  COM (2007) 844 def. Existing pieces of legislation (seven in number) will be 
recast into this Directive on Industrial Emissions.  

9  The author would like to thank, J.H. Jans, K.J. de Graaf & L. Squintani, for 
their helpful comments and suggestions on a prior draft of this article..  
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internal and external integration and the concept of 
integrated pollution prevention and control.  
The notion of integration in the field of environmental 
law refers in general to the holistic idea that the envi-
ronment should be seen and protected as a whole. This 
idea is expressed in the concept of Integrated Pollution 
Prevention and Control (hereafter: IPPC) that is to be 
found in a Recommendation adopted by the OECD in 
1991.10 The expression IPPC is used in a broad and a 
narrow sense.11 The broad sense reflects a general 
hypothesis that pollution problems should be ad-
dressed by taking into account all three environmental 
media (air, land and water) in an integrated manner. 
This broad perspective can be put into practice 
through controls applied to pollution sources (such as 
products, industrial processes or economics sectors as 
a whole, like transport) polluting substances or geo-
graphical areas which are experiencing pollution. The 
IPPC Directive, centred on source-based control 
through the regulation of industrial processes, is an 
example of IPPC used in a narrow sense.  
A general distinction with regard to the concept of 
integration is that between internal and external inte-
gration.12 External integration is the integration of 
environmental concerns into other policies. The notion 
of external integration can be found in the integration 
principle, which is one of the most important princi-
ples of EU law relevant to environmental protection.13 
The integration principle leads to a general obligation 
on European institutions to reach an integrated and 
balanced assessment of all the relevant environmental 
aspects when adopting other policies, such as in trans-
port, agriculture and development. External integra-
tion is not directly related to integrated environmental 
permitting permits and therefore will not be consid-
ered at this point.14 Internal integration concerns the 
integration within the field of environmental law. 
Faure defines the notion of internal integration as 
follows:  

“meaning the ecological goal that, in the decision-
making and balancing of interests with respect to 
the permitted amounts and quality of pollutants, the 
total effects of pollution emanating from the li-

                                                           
10  OECD (1991), Integrated pollution prevention and control, Environmental 

Monograph No. 37.  
11  See N. Emmot, An overview of the IPPC Directive and its developments, in: 

Integrated Pollution Prevention and Control, 24 (Ch. Backes & G. Betlem, 
eds. 1999); N. Emmot & N. Haigh, Integrated pollution prevention and con-
trol: UK and EC approaches and possible next steps, JEL 1996, 301-311.  

12  M.G. Faure, Defining Harmonization, Codification and Integration, EELR 
2000, 177-178; Th. G. Drupsteen e.a., De toekomst van de Wet milieube-
heer, Deventer: W.E.J. Tjeenk Willink 1998, chapter 4 and 5.  

13  J.H. Jans & H.B. Vedder, European Environmental Law, Groningen: Euro-
pean Law Publishing 2008, at 16. This basic principle is laid down in Art. 11 
TFEU.  

14  For more on this topic, see D. Grimeaud, The Integration of Environmental 
Concerns into EC policies: A genuine policy development?, EELR 2000, 
207-218.  

censed activity on the various components of the en-
vironment are taken into account.”15  

The term ‘horizontal legislation’ is also used in re-
spect to this type of integration. Horizontal legislation 
is legislation that does not relate to a single sphere of 
the environment but rather examines a given activity 
from a variety of environmental viewpoints.16 In order 
to achieve internal integration, legal instruments 
should be shaped in such a way that integrated envi-
ronmental decision-making is possible, e.g. by com-
bining sector-specific legislation, policies or permits. 
There are a few examples from the Netherlands, in 
particular the recent Dutch Water Act which integrates 
eight sectoral acts in the field of protection, improve-
ment and management of water systems.17 This Water 
Act also combines the former sectoral permits into a 
single water permit. Secondly, some provincial au-
thorities have integrated sectoral policy plans on wa-
ter, environment, spatial planning and transport in one 
single provincial environmental plan. Another way to 
make internal integration possible is coordination 
when separate environmental legal acts and permitting 
systems remain in existence.18 What is meant by coor-
dination in this context is the legislature’s introduction 
of legal rules which force the various authorities to 
take into account the separate procedures or permits.  

3 Integrated environmental permitting  
at EU level  

At a European level the IPPC Directive prescribes an 
integrated approach to issuing permits. Strangely 
enough the concept of the integrated approach is not 
defined in any of the environment action programmes, 
nor is a definition included in the IPPC Directive. The 
concept of integrated approach under the IPPC Direc-
tive is extensively analysed by Bohne.19 He derives 
four basic characteristics of the integrated approach 
from several provisions of the IPPC Directive.  
In the first place there’s the notion of holism which is 
expressed in the directive by the words ‘protection for 
the environment as a whole’. The notion of holism 
refers to the consideration of interrelationships be-
tween different environmental media (air, land and 
water). Secondly, the integrated approach has a sub-
stantive and a procedural dimension. Bohne derives 
these two dimensions from Art. 7 of the IPPC Direc-

                                                           
15  Faure, supra note 12, 181.  
16  J.H. Jans, The relationship between the IPPC Directive and Other EC 

Environmental Law, in Integrated Pollution Prevention and Control, 44 (Ch. 
Backes & G. Betlem, eds. 1999)  

17  In force since 22 December 2009 (Kamerstukken II 2006/07, 30 818 nr. 3).  
18  See Faure, supra note 12, 174-182. Faure discusses in great detail the use 

of notions like integration, coordination, harmonisation and codification.  
19  E. Bohne, The implementation of the IPPC Directive from a comparative 

perspective and lessons for its recast (Part 1), JEEPL 2008, 9; E. Bohne, 
The Quest for Environmental Regulatory Integration in the European Union, 
Alphen aan den Rijn: Kluwer Law International 2006, 27.  
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tive. This provision determines that Member States 
shall take the measures necessary to ensure that the 
conditions of, and procedure for the granting of the 
permit are fully coordinated when more than one 
competent authority is involved, in order to guarantee 
an effective integrated approach by all authorities 
competent for this procedure. The third characteristic 
concerns the substantive dimension of the integrated 
approach. Art. 9 paragraphs 3 and 4 of the IPPC Di-
rective prescribe the application of emission limit 
values and/or equivalent parameters or technical 
measures based on Best Available Techniques (BAT) 
in combination with case-specific considerations 
which account for the technical characteristics of the 
installation concerned, its geographical location and 
the local environmental conditions. These require-
ments imply a process of weighing and balancing 
environmental interests in order to achieve an inte-
grated decision. Bohne’s definition of substantive 
integration comes close to the definition of internal 
integration by Faure that was quoted above.20 The 
fourth and last characteristic is the notion of effective-
ness. The integrated approach is only effective if a 
high level of protection of the environment can be 
reached. The environmental quality standards as set 
out by Community legislation are the lower limit of 
this high level of protection. The four characteristics 
described above give a brief view of the integrated 
approach under the IPPC Directive. The legal frame-
work of the integrated approach in the IPPC Directive 
can be found in chapter two of the proposal for the 
Directive on Industrial Emissions. On the whole there 
are no major changes with regard to the integrated 
approach.  
It is important to note that the IPPC Directive does not 
require that Member States combine sectoral envi-
ronmental laws or integrate sectoral permits in a single 
permit. The IPPC Directive establishes a legal frame-
work that requires Member States to have an inte-
grated decision-making procedure with regard to in-
dustrial installations that fall under the directive. Ac-
cording to the IPPC Directive an integrated decision-
making procedure can be achieved by the integration 
of sectoral permits in a single permit or by coordina-
tion of sectoral permits. However, most Member 
States have a system of integrated permitting (envi-
ronment and water aspects) for industrial installations 
within the scope of the IPPC Directive.21  

4 Integrated environmental permitting  
in the Netherlands  

The General Act on Environmental Permitting, intro-
duced in October 2010, radically changes the legal 

                                                           
20  See E. Bohne & D. Dietze, Pollution Prevention and Control in Europe 

Revisited, EELR 2004, 199.  
21  Bohne 2008, supra note 19, 24.  

framework of environmental permitting in the Nether-
lands. In this section the new system will be de-
scribed.22  

4.1 Towards a single permit  
A system of integrated permitting is not totally new in 
the Netherlands. With the adoption of the Dutch Envi-
ronmental Management Act in 1993, five permits and 
two exemptions were already integrated into a single 
environmental management permit. Yet the scope of 
this Environmental Management Act was quite lim-
ited, as not all possible permits in the field of envi-
ronmental law were integrated. The environmental 
permits were still split up over a variety of laws and 
regulations. Citizens and businesses seeking a permit 
were confronted with a range of procedures entailing a 
variety of different time limits, assessment criteria and 
legal remedies. The GAEP is intended to address these 
problems through the integration of permits, with 
special regard to the needs of individuals and busi-
nesses. The main goal is to make it easier for citizens 
and businesses. Other important aims are to reduce the 
administrative burden and promote cooperation be-
tween and within public authorities.23 It has to be 
noted that the idea that the environment should be 
seen and protected as a whole is not mentioned in the 
legislative process as a reason for integrating permits.  
The environmental permit will apply to the demoli-
tion, construction, establishment or use of a physical 
facility. The activities that fall within the scope of the 
GAEP will typically be location-specific projects 
which have an impact on our physical environment 
(air, water, soil, wildlife, biodiversity, landscape and 
cultural-historical elements). It concerns permits such 
as exemptions from the land-use plan, planning per-
missions on the Dutch Spatial Planning Act and per-
mits to modify or demolish a protected building under 
the Dutch Monuments and Historic Building Act 
1988. Also, a number of permits required under pro-
vincial and municipal by-laws such as advertising 
display permits and permits for construction, using or 
changing street access are integrated in the GAEP. Not 
all the 25 integrated aspects have to be assessed if an 
application is filed. The scope of the assessment de-
pends on the specific activities that the permit is ap-
plied for. Most of the environmental permits are in-
cluded, but not all. The water permit for example is 
still not included. 

4.2 The concept of integration under the GAEP  
During the development of the GAEP the legislator 
had to choose between four models of decision-

                                                           
22  The focus is on aspects of the GAEP concerning integration. No attention 

will be given to other interesting issues like the enforcement, the decision-
making process and the relationship between the public authorities involved.  

23  Kamerstukken II 2006/07, 30 844, nr. 3. p. 3 and further.  
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making.24 Models 1 and 2 were based on coordination 
of different permits. Models 3 and 4 are directed at 
integrating various permit systems.25 A model of 
coordination implies that separate permits are dealt 
with simultaneously, on the basis of separate applica-
tions to different competent public authorities. The 
main difference is that within a model of integration, 
one public authority is ultimately responsible. The 
legislator gave its preference to a model of integration. 
From the academic world there was some criticism of  
integration having been chosen. Why radically change 
the system of environmental law when the positive 
effects of a model of coordination are comparable?26 
The legislator however didn’t change its mind and 
thus rejected the option of a model of procedural co-
ordination of different permits.27 Both models 3 and 4 
contain a single permit system by one competent pub-
lic authority.  
At present, the GAEP provides a model 3 permitting 
system. The difference between the models 3 and 4 is 
the way the assessment framework is shaped. Model 3 
has also been referred to as ‘integration with parti-
tions’. This means that the competent public authority 
evaluates an application for a single environmental 
permit on the basis of an assessment framework that 
consists of the sum of the individual, separate assess-
ment frameworks in the various permitting systems 
that have been incorporated in the new permitting 
system. For example, a person wants to build a house 
and therefore needs a building permit and an exemp-
tion from the land-use plan. In this case, the assess-
ment framework of the single environmental permit 
contains the sum of the two former assessment 
frameworks that are now incorporated in the GAEP.28 
This means that the assessment itself is the same as 
before. The modernisation of the permit system will 
not introduce new or different standards. This also 
means that there are no changes with regard to the 
legal  framework implementing the IPPC Directive.  
The characteristics of model 3 are described in the 
legislative process of the GAEP as procedural integra-
tion with substantive coordination.29 In this context 
                                                           
24  Kamerstukken II 2004-2005, 29 383, nr. 18. Four models are described in 

this letter to the Lower House.  
25  It should be noted that in the legal and political debate in the Netherlands a 

system of coordination of different permits is not seen as a form of inte-
grated decision-making. This means that the interpretation of the term “inte-
grated decision-making” in the debate in Netherlands differs slightly from the 
interpretation given in the international literature with regard to the IPPC Di-
rective.  

26  A.B. Blomberg, F.C.M.A. Michiels & A.G.A. Nijmeijer, Vergunningverlening 
in het omgevingsrecht: naar stroomlijning of integratie?, TO 2005, 3-11.  

27  Kamerstukken II 2006/07, 30 844, nr. 3, p. 10.  
28  Art. 2.1(1) a GAEP and Art. 2.1(1) c GAEP.  
29  Bohne & Dietze, supra note 20, 200. Bohne & Dietze apply different con-

cepts. Bohne & Dietze use the term “full procedural integration” which refers 
to a single permit procedure. The term “full organisational integration” is 
used for a legal system where only one public authority is responsible for the 
permits.  

procedural integration refers to the fact that different 
permit systems are replaced by a single permit system. 
With regard to the scope of procedural integration of 
permit systems in the GAEP, the legislator uses the 
terms full and incidental integration. Full integration 
means that a requirement for permission is fully ab-
sorbed in the GAEP. This is the case with activities 
that are location-specific and when other permissions 
are also likely to be required such as building permits, 
fire safety permits and demolition permits. Incidental 
integration applies to permit systems for activities 
which may or may not be location-specific. It con-
cerns for example, permits under the Dutch Flora and 
Fauna Act and the Dutch Nature Conservation Act. 
These permits are only integrated when they relate to a 
location-specific activity. In that case the single envi-
ronmental permit covers all the requirements. For 
example, if an outdoor café is to be built near a Natura 
2000 area, the necessary permit under the Nature 
Conservation Act is required for a location-specific 
activity and therefore will be part of the single envi-
ronmental permit. The second characteristic of model 
3 is substantive coordination which means that the 
separate aspects of a project can be evaluated consis-
tently and as a whole.  
It is clear that the GAEP has a much broader scope 
than the IPPC Directive. The scope of the IPPC Direc-
tive is limited to the installations listed in Annex I of 
the directive and by the emissions released into air, 
water or land during normal operation or through 
accidents at the installation. The focus is on preven-
tion and control of pollution from these major installa-
tions. This means that the construction of installations 
as well as environmental effects not resulting from 
emissions (e.g. interference with nature and landscape, 
impairing the functioning of eco-systems) are not 
subject to the integrated approach under the IPPC 
Directive.30 In the Netherlands the IPPC Directive is 
implemented by the Environmental Management Act. 
The environmental management permit will be ab-
sorbed in the single permit of the GAEP.  

4.3 Future plans for the GAEP  
The government’s intention is to incorporate a legal 
framework of integrated assessment criteria into the 
GAEP in the future. At the moment, the legislator 
does not consider the introduction of model 4 desir-
able. The reason being that, compared to model 3, it 
would mean an even more radical change in the field 
of environmental permitting. The introduction of 
model 4 will therefore depend on the experiences 
gathered with the new single environmental permit 
and the substantive coordination. One advantage of a 
single integrated assessment framework is that the 
competent authority will be able to consider various 
aspects of the law (such as the environment (milieu), 
                                                           
30  Bohne 2008, supra note 19, 9-10.  
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nature conservation and spatial planning) in their 
totality, unimpeded by the constraints of a variety of 
different assessment frameworks. Within model 3 the 
process of weighing and balancing the involved inter-
est is still limited by the former assessment frame-
works. The intention of the government to introduce 
one integrated assessment framework is welcomed by 
industry and even by environmental groups.31 Some 
authors have even argued in favour of a more far-
reaching integration with other aspects, such as wa-
ter.32 There is also support for a single integrated as-
sessment framework in the Dutch Lower House. A 
motion has been adopted in which members of the 
Lower House have requested that the government 
present proposals on the substantive integration of 
assessment frameworks in a single assessment frame-
work to the Parliament33 It is not yet clear how a sin-
gle substantive integrated assessment framework is to 
be regulated in the GAEP. There are no proposals as 
of yet.34 In my opinion model 4 should be more than 
just a sum of the separate assessment frameworks as 
envisaged in model 3. Otherwise there is no added 
value in changing the assessment framework. Unlike 
model 3 there has to be some room for weighing and 
balancing the involved public interests. That’s why 
these future plans can be qualified as highly ambitious 
and could logically engender a lot of opposition.  

5 Comments on substantive integrated  
environmental permitting  

The IPPC Directive and the GAEP are two examples 
of how a legal framework of an integrated permit 
system in the field of environmental law could be 
shaped. Interestingly, the IPPC Directive and the so-
called model 4 of the GAEP (to be introduced in the 
future) both contain a substantive integrated assess-
ment framework to evaluate an application for the 
integrated environmental permit. Although it is not yet 
clear how the GAEP with a model 4 could be imple-
mented, the scope of substantive integration is much 
wider compared to the IPPC Directive because the 
assessment framework contains 25 former sectoral 
protected public interests. In this section a few prob-
lems with the substantive integrated assessment 
frameworks are addressed.  
                                                           
31  J.H.G. van den Broek & J. Rutteman, Bedrijfsleven en milieubeweging 

steunen Wabo, M en R 2005, 546-549.  
32  J.H.G. van den Broek, Kroonjuwelen met scherpe randjes, TO 2006, 136-

140; R. Uylenburg, De omgevingsvergunning en het specialiteitsbeginsel, in: 
Op tegenspraak, 155-166 (K.J. de Graaf, A.T. Marseille & H.B. Winter eds. 
2006); R.J. van Dam, H.J.A.M. van Geest, S. Hillegers & T.E.P.A. Lam, De 
wet algemene bepalingen omgevingsrecht (nader) beschouwd, Gst. 2005, 
597-605.  

33  Handelingen II 2007-2008, nr. 34, p. 2618; Kamerstukken II 2007-2008, 30 
844, nr. 24 (motion members Koopmans en Vermeij).  

34  The proposals for model 4 will be part of the government’s action pro-
gramme on the modernisation of the set of instruments in the field of envi-
ronmental and spatial planning (Kamerstukken II 2009-10, 30 844, nr. 47, 
p. 1-2).  

5.1 The immeasurability of environmental goods  
A substantive integrated assessment framework means 
that different aspects of the environment are involved 
in the process of weighing and balancing and that 
there is some room for public authority to compromise 
between these public interests. Clearly this weighing 
and balancing is getting more difficult as more differ-
ent environmental interests are involved. By far the 
most difficult aspect of this is: how to weigh and value 
unequal environmental quantities?  
With regard to the IPPC Directive Zöttl states: “The 
key to this whole problem must surely be to develop 
general criteria in order to combine both approaches, 
particularly taking into account that the weighing-up 
of media-specific indicators needs to be structured 
clearly.”35 The so-called BREF documents contain 
such criteria. BREF documents support public authori-
ties in their decision-making process and are used to 
determine Best Available Techniques. Specific gen-
eral criteria for making a cross-media assessment are 
laid down in the BREF Economic and Cross-Media 
Effects (July 2006).36 This BREF document sets out a 
‘Cross-Media’ methodology to help resolve these 
trade-offs and to determine which alternative offers 
the highest level of protection for the environment as a 
whole. One could make a distinction between a 
mathematical and a discursive method of weighing 
and balancing different environmental aspects. In this 
BREF both approaches have been combined.  
It has already been mentioned that the scope of model 
4 is much wider than that of the IPPC Directive as-
pects like spatial planning and nature conservation are 
also included in the assessment framework. Is it pos-
sible to develop general criteria to reach a compromise 
with regard to all the included environmental aspects? 
This seems rather difficult. The IPPC Directive is all 
about prevention and control of emissions. Model 4 
has a much broader scope and there are many public 
interests with different natures that need to be pro-
tected by the permit. Some aspects are just not suited 
to compromise, like safety aspects of buildings or 
limit values based on European law. It is clear that 
some choices have to be made with regard to the pos-
sibilities for trade-offs between all these different 
environmental aspects.  

5.2 Do we really need substantive integrated  
environmental permitting?  

The idea behind substantive integrated assessment 
frameworks is the assumption that the process of 
weighing and balancing with room for trade-offs leads 
to better results for the environment as a whole. Look-
ing at the experiences with the IPPC Directive it is 

                                                           
35  J. Zöttl, Towards integrated protection of the environment in Germany?, JEL 

2000, 285.  
36  Available at www.eippcb.jrc.es/.  
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questionable as to whether we really need these sub-
stantive integrated assessment frameworks. Although 
there is a lack of empirical data on the practical im-
plementation of the IPPC Directive, there are signs 
that permits involving trade-offs between different 
environmental media are rare. Bohne’s research shows 
that the potential of national permit systems for sub-
stantive integration is relatively low. He concludes 
that therefore substantive integration is likely to occur 
even less in actual permit decisions.37 Another out-
come of his research is that the problem of pollution 
shifting from one medium to another is not experi-
enced often in the practice of decision-making. Public 
authorities deal with it only from time to time.38 The 
same conclusions can be found in earlier research 
(1998) on the environmental permit of the Environ-
mental Management Act in the Netherlands (this per-
mit will be absorbed by the GAEP).39 One possible 
explanation given at that time was that there were no 
general criteria available for public authorities to make 
a cross-medial assessment. Nowadays we have the 
BREF Economic and Cross-Media Effects, as men-
tioned above. Another possible explanation could be 
that the public authorities are just not capable of mak-
ing an integrated assessment followed by a decision.40  
With regard to the realisation of model 4, the Dutch 
government could learn from these experiences with 
integrated assessment frameworks. However, the 
experiences gathered with the IPPC Directive and the 
Dutch Environmental Management Act cannot be 
easily translated to model 4 because the scope of 
model 4 is much wider. Aspects like spatial planning 
and nature conservation are also included. Especially 
in the national public debate on area development one 
could notice a call for integrated decision-making with 
room for compromise. In this field, some experts are 
of the opinion that sectoral environmental rules form 
an obstacle for the development of areas. There are 
those who argue that public authorities should have 
room to deviate from sectoral environmental rules for 
the benefit of the development of areas with a high 
environmental quality.41  

5.3 Comments on the future plans of the GAEP  
Is it possible to realise a substantive integrated as-
sessment framework with a broad scope like model 4 
in the GAEP? Apart from the problems addressed 
above, this is an interesting question from a legal 
                                                           
37  Bohne 2008, supra note 19, 30-33.  
38  Bohne 2006, supra note 19, 550.  
39  A. Castelein e.a., Meer dan de som der delen? Een onderzoek naar de aard 

van de afwegingen bij de opstelling van milieuvergunningen, Ach-
tergrondstudie ECW, nr. 34, Den Haag 1998.  

40  F.H. Oosterhuis, M.G.W.M. Peeters & R. Uylenburg, Het beoordelingskader 
van de IPPC richtlijn. Implementatie, interpretatie en toepassing, STEM 
2007/1.  

41  F. de Zeeuw, H. Puylaert & H. Werksma, Doorbreek de impasse tussen 
milieu en gebiedsontwikkeling, Delft 2009.  

perspective. In academic debate a few legal points of 
interest have already been identified. An important 
aspect is of course the relationship with European 
environmental law. Dutch environmental law is sig-
nificantly influenced by European environmental law, 
given that a large proportion of the new legislation in 
this field follows from implementation of European 
directives. The national legislator therefore needs to 
find out the extent to which European law sets limits 
to integration. Although there is a cautious tendency at 
European level in the direction of substantive integra-
tion (the IPPC Directive), European environmental 
law at present consists primarily of sector-specific 
legislation in the fields of conservation, soil, water, 
air, waste, noise, products and materials. Various 
authors therefore take the view that it will be hard to 
reconcile integrated environmental permitting at na-
tional level with a lack of integration at European 
level.42 It is argued that substantive integration of 
assessment frameworks should be realised at Euro-
pean level rather than at national level. However, not 
all environmental aspects that will be integrated in 
model 4 have a European background. The EU does 
not set rules with regard to local aspects like spatial 
planning, advertising display permits and permits for 
construction, using or changing street access.43 In 
applying these rules that do not come from Europe, 
there might be some space for trade-off.  
Other comments concern aspects such as judicial 
control, legal certainty and the risk that specific as-
pects of the environment will be less protected in the 
broad assessment framework. It is assumed that an 
integrated assessment framework will have undesir-
able consequences in terms of judicial control.44 The 
integration of various aspects of environmental law in 
a single assessment framework will probably result in 
a fairly broad formulation of the factors, such as “pro-
tection of the physical living environment”, in the 
light of which permit application will have to be 
evaluated. Such a vague general description of the 
public interest to be protected will give the courts 
much less to go on when reviewing decisions. If judi-
cial control is reduced, there is the risk that permit 
granting will become more arbitrary. Public authori-
ties will acquire more freedom to use their own discre-
tion, and this could make it easier to ignore certain 
specific aspects that have been integrated in the broad 
                                                           
42  H.H.B. Vedder, De Wabo en het Europees recht, TO 2006, 145-146; H.E. 

Woldendorp, De omgevingsvergunning in Europees perspectief, M en R 
2005, 572-573.  

43  There is a document entitled ‘European Spatial Development Perspective’ 
approved in 1999 by the informal Council of Ministers of Spatial Planning of 
the European Commission. However, the document forming a policy frame-
work is legally non-binding. It is interesting to note is that ‘an integrated ap-
proach’ is one of the key ideas.  

44  R.J.N. Schlössels, De ondraaglijke lichtheid van het specialiteitsbeginsel. 
Iets over integratie van bestuursbevoegdheden, coördinatie van besluiten en 
rechtsbescherming in Het bestuursrecht beschermd, 153-169 (A.W. Heringa 
e.a. 2006).  
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assessment framework. Integrated permitting might 
also adversely affect legal certainty. If public authori-
ties have more discretion when balancing interests, it 
becomes more difficult to determine in advance what 
weight will be given to which interests, and this is 
undesirable from a point of legal protection.  
However, these legal points of interest don’t have to 
stand in the way of realisation of model 4. Various 
solutions are conceivable. For example, an explicit, 
detailed assessment framework would clearly indicate 
which aspects should be taken into consideration, and 
to what extent, in a decision on an application for an 
environmental permit. This would make it easier to 
ensure that certain aspects are not ignored. An alterna-
tive to a strictly defined framework would be to incor-
porate certain “safety valves” in the process of balanc-
ing interests.45 For example, the process could be 
subjected to certain predefined criteria, such as gen-
eral principles (precautionary principle, the polluter 
pays, preventing pollution at source, and the compen-
sation principle) and/or limit values. To ensure greater 
legal certainty and predictability, it would also be 
possible to lay down further criteria with which a 
public authority would have to comply when exercis-
ing its powers. These criteria could be put in place 
through national or regional planning systems, within 
whose framework the power to grant an integrated 
environmental permit would have to be exercised.  

6 Final remarks 
From an ecological viewpoint, the environment is just 
one entity, preferably not to be divided into separate 
media by legislation, planning and permitting. How-
ever, environmental law is not integrated easily. An 
integrated environmental permit system provides a 
legal framework for integrated decision-making and 
makes internal integration possible. At European level 
a system of integrated permitting is prescribed by the 
IPPC Directive. The scope of this integrated permit is 
rather limited. The IPPC Directive applies to major 
industrial installations and the focus is on prevention 
and control of emissions coming from these installa-
tions. From several provisions of the IPPC Directive a 
specific interpretation of the concept of integrated 
approach can be derived. The directive consists of an 
assessment framework that provides public authorities 
with the possibility of organising a trade-off between 
environmental media (air, land and water) in order to 
reach a decision with a high level of protection for the 
environment as a whole. This can be qualified as a 
substantive integrated assessment framework. The 
IPPC Directive and the integrated approach are an 

                                                           
45  A. Van Hall, Belangenafweging in de wet op de fysieke omgeving, in Lex 

aquarum, Liber amicorum. Opstellen over waterstaat, waterstaatswetgeving 
en wetgeving, opgedragen aan J.H.A. Teulings, 138-159 (A. Driesprong e.a. 
2000).  

example of how a legal framework of a system of 
integrated permitting could be shaped.  
At national level the Netherlands is the first Member 
State to have succeeded in introducing an integrated 
environmental permit with a broad scope in its legal 
system of environmental law. In this single permit, the 
centrepiece of the General Act on Environmental 
Permitting, 25 permits are integrated. Including differ-
ent environmental areas such as construction, spatial 
planning and nature conservation is innovative. The 
GAEP provides for so-called ‘integration with parti-
tions’ which means that the competent public author-
ity evaluates an application for a single environmental 
permit on the basis of an assessment framework that 
sums up the individual, separate assessment frame-
works in the various permitting systems which have 
been incorporated in the new permit system (also 
known as model 3). This modernisation of the permit 
system will therefore not introduce new or different 
standards.  
The government’s plans on the future of the GAEP are 
(even) more ambitious. The government intends to 
integrate the separate assessment frameworks of the 
various permitting systems into one broad assessment 
framework (model 4). However a carefully thought-
out plan has not yet been developed. The realisation of 
a model 4 is - to put it mildly - a major challenge. Is it 
possible to shape the assessment framework of model 
4 in such a way as to have adequate safeguards for 
legal certainty, judicial control and protection of all 
public interests? Another question that needs to be 
answered is: Is there a problem that needs to be 
solved? At this point it is clear that an assessment 
framework with unlimited space for trade-offs be-
tween immeasurable environmental goods is not fea-
sible for public authorities and undesirable from an 
environmental point of view. For now we have to wait 
and see what the experiences with model 3 will be. 
Anyhow, the experiences with the GAEP in the Neth-
erlands will also give other Member States the oppor-
tunity to learn about integrated environmental permit-
ting.  
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international agricultural trade and in 
environmental engineering.
The Institute for Environmental Stud-
ies and Applied Research (I.E.S.A.R.) 
was founded in 2003 as an integrated 
institution of the University of Applied 
Sciences of Bingen. I.E.S.A.R carries 
out applied research projects and ad-
visory services mainly in the areas of 
environmental law and economy, en-
vironmental management and interna-
tional cooperation for development at 
the University of Applied Sciences and 
presents itself as an interdisciplinary in-
stitution.
The Institute fulfils its assignments par-
ticularly by:

• Undertaking projects in develop-ing 
countries

• Realization of seminars in the areas 
of environment and development

• Research for European Institutions
• Advisory service for companies and 

know-how-transfer

Main areas of research
• European environmental policy

• Research on implementation of 
European law

• Effectiveness of legal and eco-
nomic instruments

• European governance
• Environmental advice in devel-

oping countries
• Advice for legislation and insti-

tution development
• Know-how-transfer

• Companies and environment
• Environmental management
• Risk management

Contact
Prof. Dr. jur. Gerhard Roller
University of Applied Sciences
Berlinstrasse 109
D-55411 Bingen/Germany
Phone  +49(0)6721-409-363
Fax  +49(0)6721-409-110
roller@fh-bingen.de

www.fh-bingen.de

The Society for Institutional Analysis 
was established in 1998. It is located 
at the University of Applied Sciences in 
Darmstadt and the University of Göttin-
gen, both Germany.
The sofia research group aims to sup-
port regulatory choice at every level of 
public legislative bodies (EC, national 
or regional). It also analyses and im-
proves the strategy of public and private 
organizations.
The sofia team is multidisciplinary: 
Lawyers and economists are collabo-
rating with engineers as well as social 
and natural scientists. The theoretical 
basis is the interdisciplinary behaviour 
model of homo oeconomicus institutio-
nalis, considering the formal (e.g. laws 
and contracts) and informal (e.g. rules 
of fairness) institutional context of indi-
vidual behaviour.
The areas of research cover

• Product policy/REACh
• Land use strategies
• Role of standardization bodies
• Biodiversity and nature conversa-

tion
• Water and energy management
• Electronic public participation
• Economic opportunities deriving 

from environmental legislation
• Self responsibility

sofia is working on behalf of the
• VolkswagenStiftung
• German Federal Ministry of Edu-

cation and Research
• Hessian Ministry of Economics
• German Institute for Standardizati-

on (DIN)
• German Federal Environmental 

Agency (UBA)
• German Federal Agency for Na-ture 

Conservation (BfN)
• Federal Ministry of Consumer Pro-

tection, Food and Agriculture

Contact
Darmstadt Office:
Prof. Dr. Martin Führ - sofia 
University of Applied Sciences
Haardtring 100
D-64295 Darmstadt/Germany
Phone  +49(0)6151-16-8734/35/31
Fax  +49(0)6151-16-8925
fuehr@sofia-darmstadt.de
www.h-da.de

Göttingen Office:
Prof. Dr. Kilian Bizer - sofia
University of Göttingen
Platz der Göttinger Sieben 3
D-37073 Göttingen/Germany
Phone  +49(0)551-39-4602
Fax  +49(0)551-39-19558
bizer@sofia-darmstadt.de

www.sofia-research.com
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In many countries lawyers 
are working on aspects of 
environmental law, often 
as part of environmental 
initia tives and organisations 
or as legislators. However, 
they generally have limited 
contact with other lawyers  
abroad, in spite of the 
fact that such contact and 
communication is vital for 
the successful and effective 
implementation of environ-
mental law. 

 
Therefore, a group of 

lawyers from various coun-
tries decided to initiate the 
Environmental Law Net-
work International (elni) in 
1990 to promote interna-
tional communication and 
cooperation worldwide. Sin-
ce then, elni has grown to a 
network of about 350 indi-
viduals and organisations 
from all over the world. 

 
Since 2005 elni is a regi-

stered non-profit associati-
on under German Law. 

 
elni coordinates a number 

of different activities in 
order to facilitate the com-
munication and connections 
of those interested in envi-
ronmental law around the 
world. 

www.elni.org
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Coordinating Bureau
The Coordinating Bureau was origi   - 

nally set up at and financed by Öko-
Institut in Darmstadt, Germany, a 
non-governmental, non-profit research 
institute. 
Three organisations currently share 

the organisational work of the net-
work: Öko-Institut, IESAR at the Uni-
versity of Applied Sciences in Bingen 
and sofia, the Society for Institutional 
Analysis, located at the University of 
Darmstadt. The person of contact is 
Prof. Dr. Roller at IESAR, Bingen.

elni Review
The elni Review is a bi-annual, Eng -

lish language law review. It publishes 
articles on environmental law, focus-
sing on European and international 
environmental law as well as recent 
developments in the EU Member 
States. It is published by Öko-Institut 
(the Institute for Applied Ecology), IE-
SAR (the Institute for Environmental 
Studies and Applied Research, hosted 
by the University of Applied Sciences 
in Bingen) and sofia (the Society for 
Institutional Analysis, located at the 
University of Darmstadt). The Coor-
dinating Bureau is currently hosted by 
the University of Bingen. elni encou-
rages its members to submit articles 
to the Review in order to support and 
further the exchange and sharing of 
experiences with other members. 

elni Conferences and Fora
elni conferences and fora are a core 

element of the network. They provide 
scientific input and the possibility for 
discussion on a relevant subject of en-
vironmental law and policy for inter-
national experts. The aim is to gather 
together scientists, policy makers and 
young researches, providing them with 
the opportunity to exchange views and 
information as well as to develop new 
perspectives. 
 
The aim of the elni fora initiative is 

to bring together, on a convivial basis 
and in a seminar-sized group, environ-
mental lawyers living or working in 

the Brussels area, who are interested 
in sharing and discussing views on 
specific topics related to environmental 
law and policies. 

Publications series 
•  Access to justice in Environmental 
Matters and the Role of NGOs, de 
Sadeleer/Roller/Dross, Europa Law 
Publishing, 2005. 

•  Environmental Law Principles in 
Practice, Sheridan/Lavrysen (eds.), 
Bruylant, 2002. 

•  Voluntary Agreements – The Role of 
  Environmental Agreements, elni (ed.), 
  Cameron May Ltd., London, 1998. 
•  Environmental Impact Assessment – 
  European and Comparative; Law 
and Practical Experience, elni (ed.), 
Cameron May Ltd., London, 1997. 

•  Environmental Rights: Law, Litigati-
on and Access to Justice, Deimann/

  Dyssli (eds.), Cameron May Ltd., 
London, 1995. 

•  Environmental Control of Products 
and Substances: Legal Concepts in 

  Europe and the United States, 
Gebers/Jendroska (eds.), Peter Lang, 
1994. 

•  Dynamic International Regimes: 
Institutions of International Envi-
ronmental Governance, Thomas 
Gehring; Peter Lang, 1994. 

•  Environmentally Sound Waste Ma-
nagement? Current Legal Situation 
and Practical Experience in Europe, 
Sander/Küppers (eds.), P. Lang, 1993 

•  Licensing Procedures for Industria 
Plants and the Influence of EC Di-
rectives, Gebers/Robensin (eds.), P. 
Lang, 1993. 

•  Civil Liability for Waste, v. Wil-
mowsky/Roller, P. Lang, 1992. 

•  Participation and Litigation Rights 
of Environmental Associations in 
Europe, Führ/Roller (eds.), P. Lang, 
1991.

Elni Website: elni.org
On the elni website www.elni.org 

one finds news of the network and 
an index of articles. It also indicates 
elni activities and informs about new 
publications. Internship possibilities 
are also published online. 

elni, c/o Institute for Environmental Studies and Applied Research
FH Bingen, Berliner Straße 109, 55411 Bingen/Germany
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